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AN OUTSTANDING WAY OF LIFE

Monaco luxuriates in a warm micro-climate, ideally located between the mountains and the sea. An exceptional concentration of luxury hotels, gastronomic restaurants and top class well-being centres complete the idyllic image of the Principality as the have-it-all luxury destination.
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A DREAM STAY
HOTELS & LUXURY HOTELS

Whether a luxury hotel steeped in history or a hotel with an avant-garde design, the hotel accommodations in the Principality cultivate excellence.
Since 1864, this legendary hotel has stood guard over the Place du Casino. Its elegant charm, which has lost none of its lustre, now embraces subtle modernity, making it a prestigious establishment. Its rooms and suites are adorned with fine fabric and exquisite furnishings. As a gastronomic mecca, it is home to ‘Le Louis XV’ restaurant, Alain Ducasse at Hôtel de Paris, a crown jewel of the Ducasse empire.
HÔTEL DE PARIS
MONTE-CARLO
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 30 00
F. +377 98 06 59 56
resort@sbm.mc
www.hoteldeparismontecarlo.com

From €512 up to 2 guests
Breakfast buffet price: €44
HÔTEL HERMITAGE
MONTE-CARLO

The Belle Époque relives its finest hours within the walls of this luxury hotel. Each of its 278 rooms, with 76 suites, junior suites and 12 Monte-Carlo Diamond suites, was recently tastefully renovated. Overlooking the Mediterranean, the hotel conceals many treasures as shown by the loggia and fresco facade (inspired by the Prince’s Palace), the gastronomic restaurant Le Vistamar (1 Michelin star) boasting breath-taking views, the winter garden featuring a Gustav Eiffel designed dome pink marble columns and frescoed ceilings of the banquet halls. Direct access to the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo spa.
HÔTEL HERMITAGE
MONTE-CARLO
Square Beaumarchais
T. +377 98 06 40 00
F. +377 98 06 59 70
resort@sbm.mc
www.hotelhermitagemontecarlo.com

From €455 up to 2 guests
Breakfast buffet price: €42
At the heart of the Carré d’Or (the Golden Square), the Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo’s 126 rooms and suites, all elegantly furnished, offer high-quality and attentive service. The hotel is also renowned for its gourmet offerings. The Joël Robuchon Monte-Carlo restaurant (2 Michelin stars) boasts refined cuisine with Mediterranean flavours. Yoshi, Joël Robuchon’s only Japanese restaurant (1 Michelin star), leads you on a discovery of the delicate tastes of the Far East. Embark on an exotic journey at Odyssey, the new pool area designed by Karl Lagerfeld. To put the finishing touches on a stay devoted to comfort and well-being, the Métropole ESPA Monte-Carlo and the Pedi:Mani:Cure Studio by Bastien Gonzalez offer a range of exclusive treatments in a space of absolute relaxation.
HÔTEL MÉTROPOLE MONTE-CARLO
4 avenue de la Madone
T. +377 93 15 15 15
F. +377 93 25 24 44
metropole@metropole.com
www.metropole.com

From €350 up to 2 guests
Breakfast: starting at €38
This was Joséphine Baker’s living quarters. Since the hotel has retained so much of the 1930s glory, you can almost see her coming alive. Fringed by a yacht club with a heated sea-water pool, the hotel has 40 rooms, including 14 suites and junior suites, offering the great blue Mediterranean as its sole horizon. Gastronomy is at the core of Elsa restaurant (100% organic and 1 Michelin star), where the menu is inspired by the shores of the Mediterranean. When you have time to relax, you can choose between the casual ambiance of the poolside Deck or the Vigie terrace.
Monte-Carlo Beach
Avenue Princesse Grace
06190 Roquebrune-Cap-Martin
T. +33 4 93 28 66 66
F. +33 4 93 78 14 18
bh@sbm.mc
www.monte-carlo-beach.com

From €370 up to 2 guests
Breakfast: starting at €39
This hotel’s bold architecture juts out into the Mediterranean, inviting the visitor on a genuine luxury cruise, emphasized by the décor which was entirely redesigned with this in mind. Each of the 602 spacious and comfortable rooms and suites features a private terrace overlooking the marine skyline, the glittering Principality, or the peaceful gardens. Located at one of the Formula 1 circuit’s most famous bends, and just steps from the Grand Casino, the hotel is also a gastronomic mecca, maestro Philippe Joannès is directing the kitchens of Nobu Fairmont Monte Carlo, the Horizon-Deck Restaurant and Champagne Bar, and Saphir 24, a bistro and lounge bar open 24/7. As for entertainment, the hotel has a spa, a pool, a fitness centre, a shopping mall, a hair salon, and a casino.
The Méridien Beach Plaza is the only hotel in the Principality with a private beach. It offers 403 comfortable rooms, with a more luxurious roof top offering of spacious 50-100 m² rooms, junior suites and suites. The two crystal towers at the top of the hotel house 250 m² presidential suites, accessible by private lift. The Intempo restaurant is open all year round; the Longitude 7°26 bar is open 24/7; Muse serves roast meats, the catch of the day and organic wines during the summer; and the lounge-bar on the beach will be the setting for unforgettable summer memories. The hotel also has a well-being centre complete with pools and gym, plus the Sea Club a 3,000 m² conference centre with modern meeting facilities.
Built on a 2-hectare peninsula of greenery, this contemporary resort has 334 rooms, including 22 suites. The Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort had the happy surprise on its 10th birthday of receiving a Michelin star for its gourmet Blue Bay restaurant. It also has three other restaurants featuring a tasty Mediterranean menu, a bar, a Cinq Mondes spa, a sand-bottom lagoon, an indoor pool, a casino, the Salle des Étoiles, and Jimmy’z are just steps away. The Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort is the perfect destination for a stay devoted to relaxation and entertainment.
PORT PALACE

The fifty rooms of this boutique hotel all feature breath-taking views of the Port Hercule and the Rocher. The elegant and uncluttered decor was designed by Leila Menchari, the artistic director at Hermès, who played with the refinement of precious fabrics, leather and Italian marble. The most modern of facilities have been placed at the guests’ disposal in each room. La Marée restaurant on the 6th floor offers more palatable fun. The hotel also has a fitness centre.

PORT PALACE
Quai des Etats-Unis
7 avenue Président J.-F. Kennedy
T. +377 97 97 90 00
F. +377 97 97 90 08
contact@portpalace.com
www.portpalace.com

From €242 up to 2 guests
Breakfast price: €22
Free Wi-Fi
Ideally located at La Condamine, at the crossroads of the Principality’s main tourist destinations, the Hôtel Ambassador has 35 soundproof air-conditioned rooms and junior suites. They are all equipped with the utmost modern comfort, a bathtub or shower, hairdryer, cable TV, minibar, private safe, modem line enabled telephone, and free Wi-Fi. The P&P restaurant, whose menu mostly features a wide variety of pizzas and pasta, welcomes you in a pleasant Pop Art atmosphere. Parking is available outside the hotel at a special rate of €10 for 24 hours.
Facing the Princess Grace Rose Garden, and just a short walk from the heliport, this hotel combines refinement and design with elegance. High-quality natural materials (wood, leather, linen, marble, slate, and stone), warm and luscious colours (chocolate, cafe, caramel, cream), state-of-the-art equipment... The hotel’s 181 soundproof and air-conditioned rooms feature unparalleled comfort, and most offer a view of the Mediterranean sea. The hotel also has a pool (open from May to October) and a gym. Free broadband Wi-Fi connection.
Located just a stone’s throw from Place du Casino, prestigious shopping areas, and the railway station, the Novotel Monte-Carlo invites you to relax in one of its 218 rooms including 10 Junior Suites, all designed to be actual cocoons. Many have individual balconies, and some even feature a breath-taking view of the Rocher (Monaco rock) and the sea. The restaurant Novotel Café by Frédéric Ramos, overlooks the gardens and pool, and features a contemporary cuisine with Mediterranean influences. As for well-being, the hotel offers a fitness room, a steam room and a sauna. The Novotel Monte Carlo offers to its clients free WiFi internet access in the rooms, meeting rooms, bar and restaurant.
Overlooking the Port Hercule, this small hotel with 11 rooms, all recently renovated, is the ideal place to watch the Formula 1 Grand Prix, enjoy the spectacle of luxury yachts during the Monaco Yacht Show, or take in the old rigs during The Classic Week. All rooms are air-conditioned and come equipped with a TV, phone, alarm clock, shower, hairdryer, Wi-Fi and balcony. The Bar & Lounge Restaurant on the ground floor and the SunDeck Restaurant serve traditional French and Italian cuisines. The recently renovated SunDeck, with its panoramic view, serves light meals throughout the day and tapas with cocktails.

HÔTEL MIRAMAR
1 avenue Président J.-F. Kennedy
T. +377 93 30 86 48
F. +377 93 30 26 33
contact@miramarmonaco.com
www.miramarmonaco.com

From €130 ppn
From €140 for 2 guests
Breakfast: €12
In the heart of La Condamine’s shopping district, this charming little 26-room hotel decorated with bright and warm colours is highly welcoming. Each room has a bathroom with a shower and toilet, cable TV, phone, and hairdryer. Parking is available nearby.
MÉTROPOLE LIFESTYLE CARD

Throughout your stay, this card offers a variety of privileges and a personalized welcome at boutiques and other partner locations which have been carefully selected by the Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo in the Galerie du Métropole Shopping Center.

“MONTE-CARLO CERCLE” CARD

The Monte-Carlo Cercle Card, exclusive to Monte-Carlo SBM clients, is a passport to all the resort’s establishments. Cardholders get free access to the Casino de Monte-Carlo and free shuttle transportation around the resort. Cardholders benefit from a 50% discount on green fees at the Monte-Carlo Golf Club and the Monte-Carlo Country Club (23 tennis courts). Guests of the Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, the Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo, and Monte-Carlo Beach have free access to the Beach Club (Olympic-sized heated seawater pool and private beach, deckchair and towel included) and to the aqua-fitness complex at the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo, with its vast pool of heated seawater, steam room, sauna, and cardio-training centre with panoramic views. Guests of the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort have free access to the sand-bottomed lagoon as well as the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort pool.
GOURMET MOMENTS
MICHELIN-STARRED RESTAURANTS

Excellent restaurants unite with talented chefs, who put their genius to work in Monaco, experimenting with sensations of finely tuned flavours to delight you.
The Louis XV-Alain Ducasse à l'Hôtel de Paris has been entirely refurbished, showcasing a unique culinary repertoire inspired by the French Riviera. The menu, compiled by chef Dominique Lory and Alain Ducasse, is stamped with modernity and youth. Powerful juices, intense stocks and fresh condiments reveal the meticulousness and precision of the savours. History marches on, looking better than ever.
With a kitchen that opens onto the dining room, the restaurant within the Hôtel Métropole places great emphasis on inventive and flavourful cuisine. Jacques Garcia’s folding drapes and colonnades evoke a theatre while Joël Robuchon chose Chef Christophe Cussac to be the ambassador of his expertise.
ELSA

Elsa is the new gourmet restaurant at the Monte-Carlo Beach Hotel. It serves top-quality, contemporary cuisine that reflects the culinary history of the French Riviera. The menu designed by Paolo Sari is authentic and guaranteed 100% organic. It features fresh fruit and vegetables from the Nice hinterland highlighting seasonal signatures dishes.

LE BLUE BAY

The superb Blue Bay restaurant facing the Mediterranean has been in the capable hands of Marcel Ravin, a child of the Caribbean, since it opened ten years ago. His culinary style combines the savours of the Caribbean with the treasures of the land and the sea in the south. Blue Bay has just received its Michelin star, confirming its place amongst the best fine dining restaurants in Monaco and heralding a bright future for the establishment.

MONTE-CARLO BAY HOTEL & RESORT
40 avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 98 06 02 00
www.montecarlobay.com

HÔTEL HERMITAGE MONTE-CARLO
Square Beaumarchais
T. +377 98 06 98 98
www.hotelhermitagemontecarlo.com
LE VISTAMAR

“Take a fish, a vegetable, and cook them to perfection.”
That is the motto at the Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo’s gastronomic restaurant. In the Pierre-Yves Rochon designed interior, Chef Joël Garault puts his talent to work on gastronomic Mediterranean cuisine. The restaurant also features a panoramic terrace overlooking the sea and the Port of Monaco.

HÔTEL HERMITAGE
MONTE-CARLO
Square Beaumarchais
T. +377 98 06 98 98
www.hotelhermitagemontecarlo.com

YOSHI

Joël Robuchon offers exceptionally subtle and innovative Japanese cuisine. In a soothing Japanese garden decor, the restaurant - housed in the heart of the Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo - is distinguished by its Zen ambiance and elegant flavourful dishes.

YOSHI
4 avenue de la Madone
T. +377 93 15 13 13
yoshi@metropole.com
www.metropole.com
Whether the cuisine be Mediterranean, traditional French, Italian, or even inspired by exotic destinations, the Principality boasts a delicious and diverse choice of restaurants that leave enthusiasts of gastronomy speechless.
INFORMATION
The information contained in this brochure has been updated according to statements from each establishment.
They are subject to change. The restaurants that did not respond contain only contact information and ratings.

RATED RESTAURANTS
Luxury Level Categories
According to Ministerial Order 2012-498 dated 9 August 2012 determining the standards for rating restaurants in the Principality and dividing them into categories in function of their features and comfort.
Each category is allotted a number of diamonds - from one to five-luxury, increasing with the level of comfort.

ARTISAN DU GOÛT
The new «Artisan du Goût» label is synonymous with excellence, showcasing the skill and commitment to quality of the best restaurants.

LEGEND
NAME
Type of cuisine
Address
Rating: ◆◆◆◆
Indicative Price: €
LO: last order
WC: weekly closure
AC: annual closure
Map: location

ADDRESS
16, rue de Millo
T. +377 97 97 31 51
www.address-restaurant.com
◆◆◆
Map: D3

AMICI MIEI
Mediterranean/Italian
Healthy cuisine
16, quai Jean-Charles Rey
T. +377 92 05 92 14
amici-miei@monte-carlo.mc
www.amicimiei.com
◆◆◆
€17/60
LO: 2:30pm/11pm
Map: B4

AURORNE (L’)
Italian
Healthy/organic cuisine
8, rue Princesse Marie de Lorraine
T. +377 93 30 37 75
info@restaurone.com
www.restaurantore.com
◆◆◆
€15/40
LO: 3:30pm
AC: December and January
Map: D4

Avenue 31
31, av. Princesse Grace
T. +377 97 70 31 31
www.avenue31.mc
◆◆◆◆
Map: H2

BAMBI (LE)
Mediterranean/pizzeria/creperie
Healthy cuisine
11bis, rue Princesse Antoinette
T. +377 93 30 35 06
◆€10/30
DC: 10pm
WC: Saturday
Map: D2

BAOBAB (LE)
Traditional French
Healthy/organic cuisine
Esplanade du Larvotto
Avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 93 50 86 90
◆€12/35
LO: 4pm (winter)
10pm (summer)
WC: Saturday
AC: December
Map: I2

BEEF BAR
Traditional French
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
42, quai Jean-Charles Rey
T. +377 97 77 09 29
monaco@beefbar.mc
www.beefbar.com
◆◆◆◆◆€18/65
LO: 11pm
Map: B4

BELLA VITA (LA)
Traditional French/pizzeria/brasserie
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
21, rue Princesse Caroline
T. +377 93 50 42 02
info@bellavita.mc
www.bellavita.mc
◆◆◆
€14/45
LO: Midnight
Map: D3
BELLE EPOQUE (LA)
Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo
1, Square Beaumarchais
T. +377 98 06 17 80
quipe€
Map: F3

BILIG CAFE
Brasserie/Pizzeria/Creperie
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
11bis, rue Princesse Caroline
T. +377 97 98 20 43
fredys57@hotmail.com
€10/20
LO: 10:30pm
Map: D3

BIONDA (LA)
Italian/brasserie
7, rue Suffren Reymond
T. +377 97 98 71 90
€4/43
DC: 11:30pm
FH: Saturday lunch and Sunday
Map: D2

BLUE BAY (LE)
Gourmet
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
1 Michelin star
Monte-Carlo Bay
Hotel & Resort
40, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 98 06 03 60
info@montecarlobay.mc
www.montecarlobay.com
€83/147
LO: 10:30pm
WC: Thursday in July and August; Sunday evening and Monday from October
AC: from 14/11 to 12/12
Map: J3

BOTTICELLI (LE)
1, avenue Prés. J.-F. Kennedy
T. +377 93 25 39 05
www.leboticelli.com
Map: E2

BOUCHON
Mediterranean
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
11, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 97 77 08 80
monaco@bouchon.mc
www.bouchon.mc
€24/40
LO: 10:30pm
Map: H2

BRASSERIE DU MYSTIC
1, rue Princesse Florestine
T. +377 97 98 20 42
www.mystic-cafe.com
Plan: D2

BUDDHA BAR (LE)
Chinese/Tex-Mex/Thai/Japanese/fusion
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 19 19
buddhabarmontecarlo@sbm.mc
www.buddhabarmontecarlo.com
€15/100
LO: midnight
Map: G2

CAFÉ DE PARIS (LE)
Mediterranean/
Traditional French/
Brasserie
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 76 23
brasseriecp@sbm.mc
www.montecarlosbm.com
€45
LO: 1am
Map: F3

C
CASA TUA
Mediterranean/Italian
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
4, rue Suffren Reymond
T. +377 97 98 68 28
casatua@casatuamonaco.com
www.casatuamontecarlo.com
★★★★: €16/50
LO: 11pm
WC: Sunday
Map: D2

CASTELROC
Mediterranean
Organic cuisine
Local produce
Place du Palais
T. +377 93 30 36 68
castelroc@libello.com
www.castelrocomonaco.com
★★★★: €35/60
LO: 3:30pm/10pm
AC: from 15/12 to 14/02
Map: C3

CAVAGNETU (U)
Mediterranean
Local produce
14, rue Comte Félix Gastaldi
T. +377 97 98 20 40
fredys57@hotmail.com
★★: €12,50/30
LO: 11pm
Map: C3

CHAUMIÈRE (LA)
60, bd. du Jardin Exotique
T. +377 97 70 04 92
www.la-chaumiere.mc
★★★★
Map: B2

CIPRIANI MONTE-CARLO
1, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 93 25 42 50
www.ciprianimontecarlo.com
★★★★
Map: G2

CÔTÉ VAPEUR
Fusion
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
24, bd. Princesse Charlotte
T. +377 97 70 49 11
www.cotevapeur.com
★★★★: €12/30
LO: 10pm
WC: Saturday morning and Sunday
AC: Christmas
Map: F2

CRÉPERIE DU ROCHER
Pizzeria/Créperie
12, rue Comte Félix Gastaldi
T. +377 93 30 09 64
★★: €3/11
LO: 10pm (winter)
night (summer)
WC: Monday evening
AC: from 20/11 to 15/12
Map: C3

CYRNOS (LE)
2, rue des Roses
T. +377 93 50 82 60
★★
Map: F1

DA SERGIO
Mediterranean/Italian
Local produce
22, rue Basse
T. +377 93 30 34 15
fredys57@hotmail.com
★★★★: €10/25
LO: 10pm
Map: C3

DAUPHIN VERT (LE)
20, rue Princesse Caroline
T. +377 93 30 86 30
★★
Map: D3
ESCALE (L’)
Mediterranean
Organic cuisine
17, boulevard Albert 1er
T. +377 93 30 13 44
info@lescale.mc
www.lescale.mc
€15/42
LO: 11pm
Map: D2

ESTRAGON (L’)
6–8, rue Émile de Loth
T. +377 93 30 46 11
Map: C3

EXPRESS
Mediterranean
22, rue Comte Félix Gastaldi
Monaco Ville
T. +377 97 77 59 09
restaurantexpress@hotmail.fr
www.lexpressmonaco.com
€20/32
LO: 10pm
AC: from 6/1 to 14/2
Map: C3

FREDY’S INTERNATIONAL
Mediterranean
6, rue de l’Église
Monaco Ville
T. +377 97 98 20 41
www.fredysinternational.com
€15/35
LO: 10pm
AC: Christmas
Map: C3

GIARDINO (IL)
Mediterranean/pizzeria
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
29, boulevard d’Italie
T. +377 93 50 12 50
ilgiardino@monaco.mc
€15/55
LO: 2:45pm/10:45pm
WC: Sunday
Map: I2

GRILL (LE)
Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 88 88
www.hoteldeparismontecarlo.com
Luxury
(re-opening 2018)
Map: F3

HIRONDELLE (L’)
Gourmet/
Mediterranean
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
Les Thermes Marins
Monte-Carlo
2, avenue de Monte-Carlo
T. +377 98 06 69 30
thermesmarinsmontecarlo@sbm.mc
www.thermesmarinsmontecarlo.com
€28/58
LO: 3:45pm (winter)
4:30pm (summer)
Map: F3

HORIZON-DECK,
RESTAURANT
& CHAMPAGNE BAR
Mediterranean/Italian
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
Fairmont Monte Carlo
12, avenue des Spélugues
T. +377 93 50 65 00
fmc.lhorizon@fairmont.com
www.fairmont.com/montecarlo
€13/155
LO: 11:30pm
WC: 15/10 to 15/04
Map: G3

HUIT ET DEMI
Mediterranean/
Traditional French
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
7, rue Princesse Caroline
T. +377 93 50 97 02
info@huitetdemi.mc
www.huitetdemi.mc
€11/36
LO: 11pm
WA: Sunday
AC: 24 and 25 December
Map: D2

INATTENDU(E) (L’)
1, rue Biovès
T. +377 97 98 81 46
www.vitasensys.eu
Map: C2
INTEMPO (L’)
«Artisan du Goût» label
Le Méridien Beach Plaza
22, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 93 30 98 80
www.intempo.com
★★★★
Map: 12
P 🏃

JACK
Mediterranean/Italian/
Fusion/Pizzeria/Creperie
Local produce
32/33, route de la Piscine
T. +377 97 98 34 56
www.jack.mc
★★★★
LO: €20/50
LO: Midnight
Map: D2
P 🏃

JOËL ROBUCHON
MONTE-CARLO
Gourmet
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
2 Michelin stars
Hôtel Métropole
Monte-Carlo
4, avenue de la Madone
T. +377 93 15 15 10
restaurant@metropole.com
www.metropole.com
★★★★★
Luxury: €40/95
LO: 2pm/10:30pm
WC: Wednesday
AC: from 11 to 30 August
Map: G2
P 🏃

JOSEPH
Fusion
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
6, route de la Piscine
T. +377 97 98 49 70
info@josephmonaco.mc
www.josephmonaco.mc
★★★★
€15/100
LO: 1am
Map: D3
P 🏃

LOGA (LE)
Mediterranean/Italian/
Brasserie
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
25, boulevard des Moulins
T. +377 93 30 87 72
www.loga.mc
★★★★
€12/40
LO: 3pm/10:15pm
WC: Wednesday night
and Sunday
AC: from 11 to 30 August
Map: G2
P 🏃

LOUIS XV (LE) -
ALAIN DUCASSE
Gourmet
Local produce
3 Michelin stars
Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 88 64
adhp@sbm.mc
www.alain-ducasse.com
★★★★★
Luxury: ≈ €200
LO: 9:45pm
WC: Tuesday and Wednesday
AC: from 29/11 to 28/12
Map: F3
P 🏃

MAISON DU CAVIAR (LA)
Mediterranean/
Traditional French
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
1, avenue Saint-Charles
T. +377 93 30 80 06
maisonducaviar@monaco.mc
★★
LO: 2:30pm/10:30pm
WC: Saturday lunch
and Sunday
Map: G2
P 🏃
MARATHON (LE)
47, rue Grimaldi
T. +377 93 30 42 17
★
Map: D2

MARCELLO SARL FOOD VALLEY
Italian
Healthy cuisine
22bis, rue Grimaldi
T. +377 97 98 37 81
info@marcellofoodvalley.com
★★★ : €28
LO: 10pm
WC: Sunday
Map: D2

MARÉE (LA)
Mediterranean
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
7, av. Président J.-F. Kennedy
T. +377 97 25 87 67
events@lamaree.com
★★★★
LO: 11pm
Map: E2

MAYA BAY
Thai/Japanese
Healthy cuisine
24, avenue Princesse Grace
T. + 377 97 70 74 67
mayabay@mayabay.mc
www.mayabay.mc
★★★★★ : €18/290
LO: 2pm/11pm
WC: Sunday and Monday
AC: November
Map: I2

MC CATHRY’S ET BO-ZINE
Mediterranean
★★★★
LO: 4am
Map: E2

MICHELANGELO (LE)
Mediterranean
Local produce
“Artisan du Goût” Label
8, quai Jean-Charles Rey
T. + 377 92 05 77 33
lemichelangelo.monaco@hotmail.fr
www.michelangelo-arturo.com
★★★ : €60
LO: 10pm
AC: Saturday lunch and Sunday
AC: from 15/8 to 1/9
Map: B3

MIRAMAR (LE)
Hôtel Miramar
1, avenue Prés. J.-F. Kennedy
T. +377 93 30 86 48
www.miramar-monaco.com
★★
Map: E2

MONTE CARLO BAR (LE) (MCB)
Traditional French/Italian/Brasserie/Pizzeria
1, avenue Prince Pierre
Place d’Armes
T. +377 92 05 73 80
www.montecarlo-bar.com
★★ : €13/19
LO: 3am (4am on weekends and from 1/7 to 31/8)
Map: C2
MOZZA
Italian/Pizzeria
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
11, rue du Portier
T. + 377 97 77 03 04
monaco@mozza.mc
www.mozza.mc
★★★★★: €18/42
LO: 11pm
Map: G2

NOBU FAIRMONT
MONTE CARLO
Japanese/Fusion
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
12, avenue des Spélugues
T. +377 97 70 70 97
nobu.montecarlo@fairmont.com
www.fairmont.com/montecarlo
★★★★★: ≥ €100
LO: 11:30pm
Map: G3

NOVOTEL CAFE
BY FRED RAMOS
Mediterranean
Organic cuisine
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
Novotel Monte-Carlo
16, bd Princesse Charlotte
T. +377 99 99 83 20
www.novotel.com/5275
★★★★★★: ≥ €35
LO: 10:30pm
Map: E2

O’LIBAN
Lebanese
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
15, Place d’Armes
T. +377 93 50 00 00
www.oliban.mc
★★★★★: ≥ €35
LO: 11pm
Map: B4

ONEAPPLE
CONCEPT BAR
32, quai Jean-Charles Rey
T. +377 97 70 70 71
www.oneapplerestaurant.com
★★
Map: B4

P&P
10, avenue Prince Pierre
T. + 377 97 97 93 93
www.ambassadormonaco.com
★★
Map: C2

PACIFIC (LE)
MONTE-CARLO
Mediterranean/Fusion
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
17, avenue des Spélugues
T. + 377 93 25 20 30
pacific.mc@monaco.mc
www.pacificmontecarlo.com
★★★★★
LO: 11pm (winter)
midnight (summer)
Map: G2

PASTA ROCA
Traditional French/Italian
Local produce
23, rue Comte Félix Gastaldi
T. + 377 93 30 44 22
fredys57@hotmail.com
★★: €15/25
LO: 11pm
Map: C4
PIAZZA (LA)
Italian
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
9, rue du Portier
T. +377 93 50 47 00
g.lapiazza@monaco.mc
www.lapiazzamonaco.com
★★★★: €20/45
LO: 11pm
AC: 16/2 to 11/3
Map: G2
P 🌟

PINOCCHIO (LE)
Italian
Local produce
30, rue Comte Félix Gastaldi
T. +377 93 30 96 20
reservations@lepinocchiomonaco.com
www.lepinocchiomonaco.com
★★: ≈ €35
LO: 2:30pm/10:30pm
Map: C4
🌟

PIZZA & CO
Italian/Brasserie/Créperie
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
4, rue de la Colle
T. +377 93 50 22 54
★★: €12/22
LO: 11pm
Map: C2
🌟 🌟

PIZZA DU STADE (LA)
11, avenue des Castelans
Stade Louis II
T. +377 92 05 22 55
Map: A3

PIZZERIA MONÉGASQUE
Mediterranean/Pizzeria/Créperie
4, rue Terrazani
T. +377 93 30 16 38
★★: €13/25
WC: Saturday lunch and Sunday
AC: mid-July to mid-August
Map: C3
🌟 🌟

PLANET PASTA
Italian/Pizzeria
6, rue Imberty
T. +377 93 50 80 14
www.planet-pasta.com
★★★★: €14/20
LO: 2pm/11pm
WC: Sunday
AC: New Year’s Day and Christmas
Map: D3
P 🌟 🌟 🌟

PULCINELLA
Italian
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
17, rue du Portier
T. +377 93 30 73 61
pulcinella@monaco.mc
www.pulcinella.mc
★★★★: €15/37
LO: 2:30pm/11pm
AC: 24 and 25 December
Map: G2
P 🌟 🌟 🌟

QUAI DES ARTISTES (LE)
Luxury Brasserie/Traditional French
Organic cuisine
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
4, quai Antoine 1er
T. +377 97 97 97 77
quaidesartistes@quaidesartistes.com
www.quaidesartistes.com
★★★★★★: €22/70
LO: 2:30pm/11pm
Map: D3
🌟 🌟 🌟

ROMANTICA (LA)
Mediterranean/Italian
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
3, avenue Saint Laurent
T. +377 93 25 65 66
★★★★: €20/60
LO: 2:30pm/10:30pm
WC: Sunday
Map: G2
🌟 🌟 🌟
ROSE DES VENTS (LA)
Mediterranean/Italian
Local produce
Avenue Princesse Grace
Plage du Larvotto
T. +377 97 70 46 96
info@larosedesventsmonaco.com
www.larosedesventsmonaco.com
★★★ €10/36
LO: 10:45pm
AC: from November to February
Map: H2

ROYAL THAI
Thai
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
18, rue de Millo
T. + 377 93 30 16 14
www.royalthaimonaco.com
★★★
AC: 25 and 26 December
Map: D3

SAINT NICOLAS (LE)
6, rue de l’Église
T. + 377 93 30 30 41
★★
Map: C3

SALIÈRE (LA)
Italian/Pizzeria/Creperie
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
28, quai Jean-Charles Rey
T. + 377 92 05 25 82
www.lasaliere.mc
★★★ €18/40
LO: 11pm
Map: B4

SALLE EMPIRE (LA)
Gourmet
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo
Place du Casino
T. +377 98 06 89 89
restaurationhp@sbm.mc
www.montecarlosbm.com
★★★★ Luxury: €36/60
LO: 9:45pm (winter)
10:45pm (summer)
Map: F3

SANS SOUCI
«Artisan du Goût» label
42, boulevard d’Italie
T. +377 93 50 14 24
www.restaurantsanssouci.mc
★★★
Map: I2

SASS CAFE
Mediterranean/Italian
Local produce
11, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 93 25 52 00
sasscafe@mac.com
www.sasscafe.com
★★★ €60/100
LO: 11:30pm
AC: February
Map: H2

SFIZIO (LO)
27 bis, rue du Portier
T. +377 93 50 17 14
www.losfizio.mc
★★★
Map: G2

SON OF A BUN
30, route de la Piscine
T. + 377 97 98 70 70
www.sonofabun.mc
★★★★
Map: D3

SONG-QI
Gourmet/Chinese
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
7, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 99 99 33 33
monaco@song-qi.mc
www.song-qi.mc
★★★★ €29/90
LO: 11pm
Map: H2

STARS’N’BARS
Chinese/tex-mex/Thai/Mexican/international
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
6, quai Antoine 1er
T. + 377 97 97 95 95
info@starsnbars.com
www.starsnbars.com
★★★ €15/25
LO: midnight
AC: Christmas
Map: D3
TAVERNETTA (LA)
13, rue Basse
Monaco Ville
T: +377 93 25 53 03
Plan: C3

TENDER TO
1, Quai Albert 1er
T: +377 93 50 77 21

TERRAZZINO (IL)
Mediterranean
Healthy/organic cuisine
Local produce
2, rue des Iris
T: +377 93 50 24 27
iterrazzino@monaco.mc
www.il-terrazzino.com
Price: €25/55
LO: 2:15pm/10:15pm
WC: Sunday
Map: F2

TONY
Mediterranean/Italian
Pizzeria/Creperie
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
6, rue Comte Felix Gastaldi
T: +377 93 30 81 37
Price: €25
LO: 10pm
AC: from 20/11 to 15/12
Map: C3

TRATTORIA (LA)
Italian
Local produce
Le Sporting Monte-Carlo
26, avenue Princesse Grace
T: +377 98 06 88 57
latrattoria@sbm.mc
www.alain-ducasse.com
Price: €70
LO: midnight
WC: closed for lunch
AC: October to April
Map: I3

TWIGA MONTE-CARLO
Italian/Japanese/Pizzeria
Healthy cuisine
35, boulevard Louis II
T: +377 97 98 77 93
info@twigamontecarlo.com
www.twigamontecarlo.com
Price: €80
LO: 2am
AC: winter season
Map: G3
VIN & POISSON
BISTROT DI MARE
Mediterranean/Italian
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
3, avenue Saint Laurent
T. +377 97 97 57 44
★★★: €15/40
LO: 10pm
Map: G2

VISTAMAR (LE)
Gastronomique
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
«Artisan du Goût» label
1 Michelin Star
Hôtel Hermitage
Monte-Carlo
1, Square Beaumarchais
T. +377 98 06 98 98
vistamar@sbm.mc
www.hotelhermitagemontecarlo.com
★★★★★ Luxury: €68/115
LO: 2pm/10pm
AC: from 13/7 to 23/8
at lunchtime only
Map: G2

YOSHI
Japanese
1 Michelin Star
Hôtel Métropole
Monte-Carlo
4, avenue de la Madone
T. +377 93 15 13 13
yoshi@metropole.com
www.metropole.com
★★★★★: €25/150
LO: 2pm/10:30pm
WC: Monday and Tuesday
AC: from 13/7 to 23/8
at lunchtime only
Map: G2

ZELO’S
Mediterranean/Italian/Fusion
Healthy cuisine
Local produce
10, avenue Princesse Grace
T. +377 99 99 25 65
www.zelosworld.com
★★★: €18/100
LO: midnight
Map: H2
THE ART OF SERENITY
WELL-BEING & BEAUTY

Pleasure, rest, relaxation, rejuvenation...
Monaco impeccably fulfils so many promises. The Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo, the luxury hotel spas, the beauty salons, and the hairdressers located throughout the Principality all strive to make sure that your stay complies with one single objective: well-being.
THERMES MARINS MONTE-CARLO

The Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo faces the Mediterranean, but its sole horizon is your well-being. Its beauty specialists provide customized in-depth care including hydrotherapy, manual relaxation techniques and technological treatments, harmoniously combining ancestral and cutting-edge methods. The 6,600 m² spa features a beauty area, a hair salon, a new boutique, brand new aqua-fitness and hydrotherapy facilities that are unique in Europe, featuring cryotherapy complex, a Banya, a Sentorium, and a wonderful seawater pool. The restaurant L’Hirondelle offers healthy and nutritionally balanced fare. Chef Jean-Claude Brugel prepares light and tasty dishes to be enjoyed at a table overlooking the sea.

Open daily from 8am to 8:30pm from June to September.
Beauty salon open daily from 9am to 8pm from June to September.
Hair salon open daily from 10am to 8pm from June to September.

THERMES MARINS MONTE-CARLO
2 avenue de Monte-Carlo
T. +377 98 06 69 00
thermesmarinsmontecarlo@sbm.mc
www.thermesmarinsmontecarlo.com
A unique experience awaits you at the Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo spa with British brand ESPA, internationally renowned for its holistic approach and original beauty rituals. Outstanding expertise combined with the latest scientific advances in matters of natural products make each session a unique experience with outstanding results.

Prolong the unforgettable experience of the spa in the Pédi:Mani:Cure Studio by Bastien Gonzalez, where expert attention is paid to your nails, feet and hands, based on a powerful synergy between beautycare and well-being. Finish with a spell in the pool, completely redesigned by Karl Lagerfeld and featuring an impressive glass screen illustrating Ulysses’ voyage.

The Odyssey restaurant, also decorated by the fashion designer, offers a fine, light, dining experience created by Joël Robuchon and prepared by Christophe Cussac.
LE SPA DU MONTE-CARLO BEACH

Harmonious simplicity prevails inside the legendary Monte-Carlo Beach; 80 m² entirely dedicated to your well-being. With three massage rooms, a steam room, and products and treatments by La Prairie and 100% organic Ymalia, this spa beautifully reflects the expertise of the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo. Open March 4-October 23 daily from 10am-7pm. Open daily from 10am-8pm in July and August.

MONTE-CARLO BEACH
Avenue Princesse Grace
06190 Roquebrune-Cap-Martin
T. +377 98 06 51 05
spadumontecarlobeach@sbm.mc
www.monte-carlo-beach.com
The Cinq Mondes Spa at the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort offers a wide range of beauty treatments and rituals from around the world, harnessing quality, authenticity and a sense of ceremony. Each treatment is developed by famous masters of the art and scientists. All formulae are natural, free of silicone, paraben and phenoxyethanol. Cutting-edge cosmetology in-line with the Cinq Mondes charter, the Charte Laboratoire du Naturel, thus also delights the senses. Try our Royal Taoist Ritual, with face and body treatments inspired by traditional Chinese medicine, or our Sublime Polynesian Ritual, taking you on a unique sensorial journey. Open daily from 10am to 7pm and until 8pm in summer.
The Mediterranean sea is behind the inspiration for the ‘a la carte’ treatment menu at this 900 m² spa, nuanced with green and blue. The eight treatment suites, bathed in natural light, are all equipped with private balconies and steam showers with rainfall heads, chromotherapy, and aromatherapy. Women and men have their own relaxation spaces with multifunctional showers and steam rooms. Couples can share their moments of well-being in one of the dedicated cabins.

At lunchtime, bento boxes provide a balanced gourmet break.
And to complete this exceptional offer, a nail spa is dedicated to manicures and pedicures. Open daily from 9am-9pm.
Devoted to beauty and well-being, this bright, white haven is the latest spa to open in the Principality. The staff, perfectly in tune with the clientele, owe their virtuosity to cutting-edge Star Wellness expertise; its «Harmony inside & out» concept is highly sought after. 1800m² of elegance and technical prowess are arranged on 3 levels according to 3 themes: Beauty, Wellness and Fitness. Facilities include the famous private «Duo Suite» measuring 110m², an endless pool, sauna, steam bath, Russian bath, an Aemotio Spa with four individual Vichy showers, a connected fitness area, two cardio training rooms, a studio for dance, yoga and pilates, a kinesis room with coaching, outdoor spinning and a relaxation area. The icing on the cake is the partnership with the Sisley Paris brand, which provides exclusive Phyto-Aromatic treatments for face and body as well as its complete Treatment/Make-Up/ Fragrance range. At the Hair Spa, Philip B. and Eros Giuliani bring out the best in hair, while manicures and pedicures are provided by Kure Bazaar and Bamford excels in holistic treatments. A spa induction package has been designed for children from 0 to 17. Babies love having their energies balanced during an Ayurvedic massage designed especially for them. At lunch and tea time, the Bento Perla collection created by Chef Michel Lentz, offers a treat for the taste-buds. Open every day all year round from 9am to 8pm. Valet parking.
BEAUTY CENTRES
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ESPACE BEAUTÉ THERMES MARINS MONTE-CARLO
Six rooms, three of which have an exceptional sea view, welcome you for a moment dedicated entirely to beauty. The treatment menu was entrusted to the expertise of La Prairie, Beauty by Clinica Ivo Pitanguy and Reneve. All three offer a full range of treatments for women and men. Open daily from 9am-7pm (until 8pm from June to September) and hair salon open daily from 10am-7pm (until 8pm from June to September).

BEAUTY ANGELS MONACO

CAROL JOY LONDON
A hair salon for women and men, with barber services. Scalp treatments and mini-facials using an oxygen machine, hairdressing, manicures, pedicures, makeup. Open Monday by appointment only, and Tuesday to Saturday from 9:30am-7pm. Complimentary car valet.
COOL BAY // SO.B
Like a hidden treasure nesting within the latest luxury hotel in the S.B.M. chain, the Cool Bay // So.B meets the most demanding standards, pampering you in privileged style in its VIP booths. Hair stylists; make-up professionals; and the Principality’s barber shop - a modern and dynamic salon committed to using products that do everything possible for hair. At Cool Bay, a host of services are provided by specialists in their fields:
Salon open every day from 9am to 10pm (in function of the season).

CRISTAL ESTHÉTIQUE
Face and body massages and treatments, hair removal, manicure and pedicure, gel nails, semi-permanent nail varnish, solarium.
Open Monday to Saturday from 9am-7:30pm and on Saturday from 9am to 2pm.
Languages: French, English, Russian and Italian.

DESSANGE PARIS
The salon offers oil-based colour – from glossy blond to shimmering brown, no mention of the inevitable Dessange blond, all chemical-free and processed by hand; 100% natural extensions and straightening, and of course the signature Dessange “coiffé/décoiffé” tousled look.
For the institute: treatments from the four corners of the world, and even more natural products.
Open Monday from 10am-7pm, and Tuesday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

---

COOL BAY // SO.B
Monte Carlo Bay Hotel Resort
40 avenue Princesse Grace
+377 98 06 01 14/15/18
info@coolbay.mc
www.coolbay.mc

CRISTAL ESTHÉTIQUE
8 avenue des Papalins
T. +377 92 05 25 17
info@cristal-esthetique.com

DESSANGE PARIS
24 avenue de la Costa
T. +377 97 77 02 02
ERIC STIPA
Customized cutting techniques, extensions, hairstyles, and highlights exclusive to Éric Stipa. For rest and relaxation, wax massages, Swedish, Ayurvedic, and lymphatic massages, as well as classic hand and foot beauty treatments. Open Monday from 9am-6pm and Tuesday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

ERIC ZEMMOUR
Salon and hair care treatment rooms with products from the Shu Uemura Art of Hair range. Beauty centre: facial and body treatments, waxing, hand and foot care, massages...

Salon 6 boulevard des Moulins : open from Monday to Saturday between 9am and 7pm.

Salon 41 boulevard des Moulins : open from Tuesday to Thursday and on Saturday between 9am and 7pm. Open on Friday between 9am and 8pm.

ESTHÉ COACH
A centre of beauty for new technology. SkinCeuticals facial care, Dermalogica, Filorga, anti-aging treatments, LEDs, massages, slimming, LPG, velashape, radio frequency, hand and foot care, Shellac and Biogel permanent nail polish, Jane Iredale mineral makeup, micropigmentation (permanent makeup). Open Monday to Saturday from 9am-7:30pm.

ERIC STIPA
57 rue Grimaldi
T. +377 93 50 92 29
15 boulevard des Moulins
T. +377 92 16 77 88

ERIC ZEMMOUR
6 boulevard des Moulins
T. +377 97 70 01 91
41 boulevard des Moulins
T. +377 93 30 34 31
www.ericzemmour.com

ESTHÉ COACH
Le Monte-Carlo Palace
9 boulevard des Moulins
T. +377 97 98 18 58
www.esthecoach.fr
INSTITUT ET PARFUMERIE FRAGRANCE
Classic facial and body treatments, relaxing massages, Swedish, sports, detoxifying, Ayurvedic and reflexology massages, specific treatments for slimming and firming, wraps, oriental waxing, permanent eyelashes, fake nails...
Open Monday to Saturday from 9:30am-8pm and Sunday by appointment only.

JEAN CLAUDE BIGUINE
The experts at the BIGUINE Monaco hair salon cut, layer, feather, colour, dry, smooth and style your hair with the greatest care, obtaining professional results that last. All of the stylists and colour technicians working in our salon are highly trained and offer a personalised service.
Open from Monday to Saturday between 10am and 7:30pm.

L’INSTITUT DE CHARLOTTE
This haven of well-being for both men and women offers all «PURE ALTITUDE by Fermes de Marie» facial and body treatments, LPG Cellu M6 and Mobilift, relaxing slimming and sports massage, hair removal, tanning, NAIL CARE centre: beauty for hands, feet and nails (Biogel, Shellac, OPI, gel, false nails). Personalized slimming and anti-aging treatments.
Open non-stop Monday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

FAIRMONT MONTE CARLO
12 avenue des Spélugues
T. +377 93 15 93 96

LE SAINT ANDRÉ
20 boulevard de Suisse
T. +377 93 25 04 95

LE METROPOLE SHOPPING CENTER
17 avenue des Spélugues
T. +377 93 30 38 39
www.biguine.com

INSTITUT DE CHARLOTTE
20 bd. Princesse Charlotte
T. +377 97 70 43 63
institutdecharlotte@monaco.mc
LOFT INSTITUT
Face and body treatments, relaxing massages, Oriental waxing, skin revitalization program (medical jet system). Open Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm.

MARGY’S MONTE CARLO
For over twenty years, the beauty salon has offered unique treatments: facial care, innovative laser treatments, and customized massages from around the world. Open Monday to Saturday from 10am-7:30pm.

MENARD INSTITUTE MONTE CARLO
In a sophisticated Zen ambiance, the Menard treatments, based on fifty years of Japanese expertise, deliver a unique sensory experience that mingle traditional movements and exceptional products. Open Tuesday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

NAIL TECH
The full line of Carita cosmetic treatments and Cellu M6 LPG, massages, waxing, nail care and semi-permanent polish. Open Monday to Friday from 9am-7pm and Saturday from 10am-6pm.

NEW LOOK
Hairstyling, fake nails, solarium, hair extensions, cellu M6. Open Tuesday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

ODYSSÉE
Hairstyling, Hairdreams hair extensions, prosthetic nails, and dermapigmentation. Open Monday to Saturday from 9am-7pm.

LOFT INSTITUT
1 avenue Henry Dunant
T. +377 93 50 12 76

LE METROPOLE SHOPPING CENTRE
17 avenue des Spélugues
T. +377 93 30 15 05
www.margys.com

MENARD INSTITUTE
5 avenue Saint-Michel
T. +377 93 25 04 70
www.menard.fr

NAIL TECH
12 avenue Saint-Laurent
T. +377 97 70 47 45
www.nailtech.mc

NEW LOOK
8 avenue Prince Pierre
T. +377 93 30 35 30

ODYSSÉE
15 rue Princesse Caroline
T. +377 97 77 56 46
OUTINGS & ESCAPADES IN THE MONACO AREA